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FREE PROFESSIONAL WATER TESTING
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STOCK UP AND SAVE!
20% OFF 

ALL POOL & SPA SUPPLIES
Through May 3rd

Effective 3/28 Governor Sununu has declared that all NH retail 
stores will be closed to customer traffic until May 4th 2020 or until 
the order has been lifted. As a result, our physical store will be 
closed, however in accordance with NH Emergency order 17A, we 
can offer curbside pickup and delivery for any product.

For employees working in the store, we are practicing social 
distancing, we have required the use of gloves when loading 
chemicals in your car and replace gloves after every transaction. 
We have a policy in place to monitor our employees with any 
symptoms and keeping them at home with pay, and not allowing 
them to return until they are symptom free for 48 hours or provide 
clearance from a physician. We have canceled all employee work 
related travel and implemented the use of remote working by 
employees who can.

We will continue to offer our customers Pool Services for Openings, 
Weekly Cleanings & Closings. We will also continue to do water 
testing and delivery of large items such as Above Ground Pools, 
Spas, Patio Furniture, Grills, Game Tables, Bars & Saunas.

Limits have been implemented on certain chemicals to help ensure 
customers are able to access merchandise they need. Our buyers 
are working to ensure merchandise is available in our store.

We are making every effort to keep you and our employees safe 
during this time. We want to make sure that all our partners 
and customers know there is nothing more important than our 
collective health and safety. Please take care of yourselves, your 
loved ones, and others who may need help.

Eric Slaughenhaupt

President – Seasonal Specialty Stores

Great News!! Our customers can now order Pool & Spa chemicals by phone at 603-880-8471 or  
online at www.seasonalstores.com. Orders can be picked-up curbside or delivered for free! For curbside pickup 
orders, once your order has been completed you will receive an email receipt. Simply bring in the receipt and 
park in our reserved Prepaid Order Pickup spaces where an associate will confirm your order, retrieve your 
order & load your chemicals, without ever leaving your vehicle. Delivery orders for pool & spa chemicals are free 
within a 25 miles radius of our Amherst location.

You can also call with a phone order for any other products (Furniture, Grills, Billiard Tables, Game Tables, Bar 
Sets, etc.) if  you know what you want and follow the same process listed above. We are continuing to update our 
website with new products and offers so keep checking seasonalstores.com for the latest news. 

COVID-19

NOW OFFERING CURBSIDE PICKUP & DELIVERY

We will continue to offer our free water testing… tests can be 
dropped off  in our Green Water Lab drop off  box outside our 

store. Drop off  by 3pm and we will call or email your results by end 
of business, and consult with any recommendations, otherwise we 

will contact you next day.

APRIL PRE-SEASON SALE EDITION
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Anna & I went to Chicago in July to experience our first Casual Furniture Market at the Merchandise Mart as part of our furniture 
buying duties. Talk about wow! The Merchandise Mart is huge and has hundreds of vendors, kind of like drinking water from a fire 
hose as far as taking it all in. Thanks to Maggie for helping manage the whole crazy process. We stuck with our tried and true top 
quality patio furniture providers, Telescope, Lloyd Flanders, Polywood, and Homecrest. We did find some new products that we think 
you will like. Kingsley Bate is our new Teak supplier and is more price competitive, without sacrificing quality. Plank & Hide was added 
to provide value pricing, style, function and comfort. Check out the new Judd Collection which has cushion storage built right in to 
the frame – pretty neat! We carried Wildridge a few years ago and brought them back for their Amish styled poly furniture for those 
wanting as little maintenance as possible. We think you will really like the Heritage Bar set, check it out in the Pool Park area! Browse 
our website at seasonalstores.com for selections.

New ExperiencesNew Experiences

CREATING BACKYARD STAYCATIONS! 
20% OFF PATIO FURNITURE, INCLUDING SPECIAL ORDERS!

SALE ENDS SUNDAY, MAY 3RD“Judd” Plank & Hide

Having lived in Italy when my Dad was in the Army, I 
was introduced to the sauna experience and always felt 
rejuvenated after a treatment. We wanted to bring that 
experience to you. After a long search we found a quality 
sauna manufacturer and in the fall we brought in a line of 
saunas by Health Mate, who have been making saunas for 
40 years, longer than anyone in the US. 

Come in and experience our Enrich 2 sauna!

New Products  New Products   INFRARED SAUNAS

Come in and taste the difference between your average run-of-the-mill grill and food 
cooked on one of our top-of-the-line models.
a full line of infrared grills by Saber & Napoleon. They heat faster, use less fuel, don’t 
dry out the meat (making the food taste better), they are easier to clean and don’t rust! 
Some models have side-burners that heat up to 1800 degrees in 30 seconds for quick 
cooking!  Come in for our grill event 
Impress your friends this Memorial Day at the family cook out!

Sadly, we announce that this will be Kristine’s last Pool Season with us.  
After being with us 9 years, she is pursuing an opportunity that she is 
really passionate about, her love of dogs! Come in and thank her for all 
her years of great customer service!  Like they say, “when one door closes, 
another opens”. Thomas who has worked with us since 2014 during high 
school and college, is coming back to pursue a management role with us, 
and we are excited to have him as part of the management team! Brothers 
Ryan and Jared Nguyen have really shined in their respective areas and 
will be working more to service all our customers. Our new up and comer 
Trevor, who has impressed us greatly last busy season in the warehouse, is 
also taking on Pool Dept. and Sales roles.

TEAM CHANGES

Pools are supposed to be fun! Caring for them should be simple, safe and easy. If  your pool is not all of these things, then please let 
us help! As a pool owner you have a wide variety of options for maintenance and sanitation, maybe more than you know. If  you 
are unhappy with any part of your pool care, our pool store staff  will be happy to go over different options for you, to make it the 
way it should be, simple, safe, and easy.
It is uncommon in our industry that major changes occur, however there are a few things going on that I would like to tell you 
about. Some of them may affect you this year and some may affect you down the road or possibly not at all. 
CYA (chlorine stabilizer)
research has shown that chlorine’s effectiveness at higher CYA levels is becoming more diminished. What does that mean for you? 
Should you stop buying stabilized chlorine? Of course not. What you will see are adjustments to our water tests to compensate 
for this, we will be trying to keep your levels a little lower throughout the season. We now have an unstabilized tablet available to 
combat this if  needed. There will be articles posted at our water lab if  you would like a more in-depth review. 
for good in 2021
much more efficient way to run your pool. Did you know that your pump is the #2 consumer of energy in your home even in a short 
season!  Federal regulations will be changing in July of 2021 requiring the majority of swimming pool pumps to meet much higher 
efficiency standards. This will eliminate a lot of the current single speed pumps that are available to you. Both New Hampshire and 
Massachusetts have rebate programs available this year for more efficient pumps. If  you are in need of a new pump, or just want to 
be more efficient with your energy consumption, ask us about variable speed and what it can do for you. 
- The overall cost of bromine has been rising faster than other sanitizers, and this fall was no different. What was different, was to 
see that price rise again just a few months later. We got most of our bromine early so you may not 
see the effects of this price increase until later in the season. 
an effort to help make your pool care easier, we have a new section in our chemical department for 
“specialty” chemicals. There is a variety of items in this department, from uniquely blended and 
combination products to chemicals with much higher concentration and strengths, and products 
to make your water more enjoyable throughout the season.

POOL INDUSTRY NEWS AND NEW PRODUCTS FOR 2020

This year we are introducing a more modern cutting-edge pool by Carvin – the Downtown is engineered 
with 100% resin, illuminated waterjet lighting system and incorporates LED lighting to the outside/
upright of the pool. It is available in 2 color options.
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HEALTH BENEFITS
OF INFRARED SAUNA

TIME FLIES / TEMPIS FUGIT By: Eric Slaughenhaupt

Wow, has it already been more than a year since Anna & I bought the store from Dennis?  
Speaking of Dennis, we just saw him in January at our year end “wrap party”, and he 
looks great and is enjoying living in Beverly close to the water and family! So, we started 
off our first pool season launching a new Point of Sale system. Sure, there were bumps & 
bugs, but everyone powered through the learning curve and survived. Thanks to Cheryl 
for keeping the software vendor’s feet to the fire to make it work! 
We can’t be proud enough of the Pool Service team, led by Stephanie in her first year back, 
along with long time Pool Technician veterans, Stedy Siotas, who happens to be Anna’s 
cousin, & Steve Tourville, as they were awarded Best Pool Service of Nashua and Best 
Pool Service of Souhegan Valley. Not too shabby for the first time out of the gate – way to go team! We are lucky to have them 
and their unsurpassed dedication in making your pools clean, safe, and fun for your family! 
Anna & I spent the year learning the business and let our top-notch management team take over some of the areas Dennis had 
managed for decades. Our goal is to continue in the tradition Dennis started, focusing on quality products, at competitive prices, 
providing outstanding customer service and supporting our employees and community. Patrick took on the pool department 
ordering, (no small task), juggled the new system, and managed to keep up with customers’ demands!  Steve & Kristine took over 
the Billiards, Grill & Spa ordering and merchandising, with great success. We sold more Spas than ever before – excellent job! 

“Marin” Kingsley Bate “Bazza Chaise” Telescope
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WE’RE GOING GREEN

Anna & I went to Chicago in July to experience our first Casual Furniture Market at the Merchandise Mart as part of our furniture 
buying duties. Talk about wow! The Merchandise Mart is huge and has hundreds of vendors, kind of like drinking water from a fire 
hose as far as taking it all in. Thanks to Maggie for helping manage the whole crazy process. We stuck with our tried and true top 
quality patio furniture providers, Telescope, Lloyd Flanders, Polywood, and Homecrest. We did find some new products that we think 
you will like. Kingsley Bate is our new Teak supplier and is more price competitive, without sacrificing quality. Plank & Hide was added 
to provide value pricing, style, function and comfort. Check out the new Judd Collection which has cushion storage built right in to 
the frame – pretty neat! We carried Wildridge a few years ago and brought them back for their Amish styled poly furniture for those 
wanting as little maintenance as possible. We think you will really like the Heritage Bar set, check it out in the Pool Park area! Browse 

Come in and taste the difference between your average run-of-the-mill grill and food 
cooked on one of our top-of-the-line models. What makes our grills different?  We carry 
a full line of infrared grills by Saber & Napoleon. They heat faster, use less fuel, don’t 
dry out the meat (making the food taste better), they are easier to clean and don’t rust! 
Some models have side-burners that heat up to 1800 degrees in 30 seconds for quick 
cooking!  Come in for our grill event May 8-10, taste the difference and get 10% off.  
Impress your friends this Memorial Day at the family cook out!

GRILL EVENT!
10% OFF

If you received your newsletter in the mail, this will be 

the last time we use snail mail. If you want to continue 

receiving our newsletter and gather Reward Dollars go 

to our website at www.seasonalstores.com and  

give us your current email address.

SIGN UP TODAY!

WE’RE GOING GREEN
Sadly, we announce that this will be Kristine’s last Pool Season with us.  
After being with us 9 years, she is pursuing an opportunity that she is 
really passionate about, her love of dogs! Come in and thank her for all 
her years of great customer service!  Like they say, “when one door closes, 
another opens”. Thomas who has worked with us since 2014 during high 
school and college, is coming back to pursue a management role with us, 
and we are excited to have him as part of the management team! Brothers 
Ryan and Jared Nguyen have really shined in their respective areas and 
will be working more to service all our customers. Our new up and comer 
Trevor, who has impressed us greatly last busy season in the warehouse, is 
also taking on Pool Dept. and Sales roles.

TEAM CHANGES

Pools are supposed to be fun! Caring for them should be simple, safe and easy. If  your pool is not all of these things, then please let 
us help! As a pool owner you have a wide variety of options for maintenance and sanitation, maybe more than you know. If  you 
are unhappy with any part of your pool care, our pool store staff  will be happy to go over different options for you, to make it the 
way it should be, simple, safe, and easy.
It is uncommon in our industry that major changes occur, however there are a few things going on that I would like to tell you 
about. Some of them may affect you this year and some may affect you down the road or possibly not at all. Recent Research on 
CYA (chlorine stabilizer) - Chlorine stabilizer (cya) is common in a lot of the chlorine tablets that are used today. Recent in-depth 
research has shown that chlorine’s effectiveness at higher CYA levels is becoming more diminished. What does that mean for you? 
Should you stop buying stabilized chlorine? Of course not. What you will see are adjustments to our water tests to compensate 
for this, we will be trying to keep your levels a little lower throughout the season. We now have an unstabilized tablet available to 
combat this if  needed. There will be articles posted at our water lab if  you would like a more in-depth review. Pool pumps changing 
for good in 2021 - For the last few years we have been telling you about the emergence of variable speed pool pumps. They are a 
much more efficient way to run your pool. Did you know that your pump is the #2 consumer of energy in your home even in a short 
season!  Federal regulations will be changing in July of 2021 requiring the majority of swimming pool pumps to meet much higher 
efficiency standards. This will eliminate a lot of the current single speed pumps that are available to you. Both New Hampshire and 
Massachusetts have rebate programs available this year for more efficient pumps. If  you are in need of a new pump, or just want to 
be more efficient with your energy consumption, ask us about variable speed and what it can do for you. Cost of bromine on the rise 
- The overall cost of bromine has been rising faster than other sanitizers, and this fall was no different. What was different, was to 
see that price rise again just a few months later. We got most of our bromine early so you may not 
see the effects of this price increase until later in the season. New and unique products for 2020 - In 
an effort to help make your pool care easier, we have a new section in our chemical department for 
“specialty” chemicals. There is a variety of items in this department, from uniquely blended and 
combination products to chemicals with much higher concentration and strengths, and products 
to make your water more enjoyable throughout the season.

POOL INDUSTRY NEWS AND NEW PRODUCTS FOR 2020          By: Patrick McEwen

This year we are introducing a more modern cutting-edge pool by Carvin – the Downtown is engineered 
with 100% resin, illuminated waterjet lighting system and incorporates LED lighting to the outside/
upright of the pool. It is available in 2 color options.

NEW POOL LINE
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Pool Service of Souhegan Valley. Not too shabby for the first time out of the gate – way to go team! We are lucky to have them 

Anna & I spent the year learning the business and let our top-notch management team take over some of the areas Dennis had 
managed for decades. Our goal is to continue in the tradition Dennis started, focusing on quality products, at competitive prices, 
providing outstanding customer service and supporting our employees and community. Patrick took on the pool department 
ordering, (no small task), juggled the new system, and managed to keep up with customers’ demands!  Steve & Kristine took over 
the Billiards, Grill & Spa ordering and merchandising, with great success. We sold more Spas than ever before – excellent job! 
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Seasonal Specialty Stores
120 Route 101A
Amherst, NH 03031

Call us for fast, professional repairs on hot tubs, pool cleaners, filters, pumps, and 
heaters for all major brands. Plus pool openings, closings and weekly maintenance.

Your store for style, service and selection™
  www.SeasonalStores.com

120 Route 101A • Amherst, NH
Next to Lowe’s

(603) 880-8471 • www.SeasonalStores.com
Locally Owned, Nationally Certified, Since 1980

MARQUIS HOT TUBS 
TAKE HOME TODAY & ENJOY!

MAKE YOUR POOL
WORRY FREE!
FULL POOL SERVICE
Call 603.880.8471

BOOK YOUR WEEKLY CLEANINGS, BEFORE THE SCHEDULE IS FILLED!


